Abstract. A problem of C. C. Yang concerning level sets in complex analysis is generalized and algebraized to a problem about a group structure of polynomials. The group structure is established and several partial solutions of Yang's problem follow at once.
1. Introduction. In [1] C. C. Yang has raised the following interesting problem about level sets in complex analysis. Problem 1. Let p(z) and q(z) be two polynomials of the same degree over the complex numbers C such that p(z)(p(z) -1) = 0«* q(z)(q(z) -1) = 0.
Prove (or disprove) that either p =q or p + q = 1.
Let us complete the square. We have p(z)(p(z)-l) = {p(z)-\)2-\.
In fact the above problem is to determine if the zero set of a function F = f2 -¿ completely determines the function / up to ± sign. We may assume that the function F is monic and replace \ by any nonzero constant. Hence we have the following problem which is equivalent to Problem 1. Problem 1*. Let F(z) =/2 -a2, G(z) = g2 -ß2 be two nonconstant monic polynomials of the same degree with a, ß nonzero constants. Furthermore Definition. Let A-be a field of characteristic =7*= 2. Let F = f2 -a2 with /, a G k[x] and (/, a) = 1. Let Fa denote the pair (F, a). Let « > 1 and P" = {Fa: F and/monic, deg/ -deg a > «}.
Remark. In the above definition Fa ^ F^ if a ¥= 0. Definition. Let S be a set. Let P"(S) = {Fa G P": Fhas no zeros outside S). Definition. Let Fa = f2 -a2, Gß = g2 -ß2. Let h = (fg + aß, Bf + ag)
be monic, then we shall define * as follows * Gß = j(fg + aß)^\ (ßf+ag)
Our main theorem is the following.
Theorem. The group (Pn, *) is the torsion free abelian group. Given any set S, P"(S) is a subgroup of Pn. Furthermore P"(S) = {e) if card(S) < « and P"(S) is of rank < card(S) -«</«< cardiS1) < 00 where card(S) denotes the cardinal number of the set S.
There are examples to indicate that the above theorem is the best possible. Some cases of Problem 1 * can be answered at once by using the above theorem.
We wish to express our thanks to D. Drasin and A. Weitsman for showing us the problem of Yang and to W. Heinzer for helping us prove Lemma 5.
2. Proof of the Theorem. First we study the group structure of (Pn, *). Proof. Trivial.
Lemma 3. Fa* Gß = Gp* Fa.
Proof. Trivial. Hence (2>evenC/+1r+,-V, 2lc-dí7*!r+l7*0 = ((/+ «)m+1> (/" «)™+1) = 1.
Thus(F",)^*Fa=(F",+1)«m+1.
Combining Lemmas 1, 2, 3, and 4 we conclude that (P", *) is a torsion free abelian group. Clearly P"(S) is a subgroup of P".
Lemma 5. 7/card(S) < n then Pn(S) = {e}. Proof. We assume without loss of generality that (x -b) is a factor of g -ß.
Then ß2F-a2G = (ßf+ ag)(ßf -ag). Gß:x(x-l)(x-l)(x+2-) = (x>-x-l)2-(tf.
Then Fa and Gß generate P2(S) with rank P2(S) = 2.
